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ABSTRACT 

Name  : Nur Imam Syafar 

Reg. Number : 40300112129 

Major  : English and Literature Department 

Faculty : Adab and Humanities 

Title :“Football Fanaticism Portrayed in Lexi Alexander’s Movie Green 

Street Hooligans” 

Supervisor I : Hj. Nahdhiyah 

Supervisor II : Nasrum 

 

This research discussed about Football Fanaticism Portrayed in Lexi Alexander’s 

Movie “Green Street Hooligans” which aimed to describe the characteristics of 

fanaticism in literary works like movie. This research focused on Marimaa’s theory of 

fanaticism characteristics in the movie. Then, the data were analyzed using 

descriptive qualitative method. The researcher used note taking as the instrument to 

find out valid data. This research was conducted in order to give beneficial things 

toward society, especially for those who want to know more about fanaticism so that 

they can know more about the fanaticism itself. The findings showed that there were 

15 extracts found related to 5 kinds of Marimaa’s fanaticism characteristics theory. 

The researcher concluded that Marimaa’s theory is very suitable to describe about the 

characteristics of fanaticism in the “Green Street Hooligans Movie” and to give more 

understanding and more information about fanaticism to the readers. 

 

Keywords: Fanaticism, Characteristic of Fanaticism, Green Street Hooligans. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Movie is one of important things in human’s life nowadays. Summer (1992: 

476) defines movie as a roll of material which is sensitive light and which is used in 

camera for taking photographs or moving pictures for the cinema, a story, play 

recorded on film to be shown in the cinema on television. Additionally, Danesi 

(2010: 134) says that movie is a literary work which covers someone expression, 

thought, idea, concept, mood, and experience which is delivered in moving pictures 

form with certain plot, in order to director or author can convey meaning and purpose 

in the film. film is expressed as the dominant form of visual mass communication in 

the world, as more than hundreds of millions of people watch in cinemas, television 

movies or via digital video discs (DVDs). this means the film can reach many social 

segments so that the film has the potential to influence the audience, because in 

addition to functioning as a movie entertainment as well as an extension of the 

thinking and ideology of the maker (Elvinaro Ardianto & Lukiati Komala, 2007). 

Film is a mass communication tool that emerged at the end of the 19th 

century. Film is an unlimited communication tool in its scope which in it becomes a 

free expression space in a process mass learning. The power and capabilities of the 

film reach a great deal social segment, which makes filmmakers have the potential to 

influence to form a view in the community with the message content inside it. It is 

based on the argument that the film is a portrait of reality in society. Movies always 
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record the growing reality and develop in society and then project it inward screen. 

(Sobur, 2003:126 – 127). Film as a form of artwork, many intents and purposes 

contained in the making. It is also influenced by that message want to be submitted 

by the filmmaker. Despite the approach different, can be said every film has a target, 

that is interesting attention to the content of the problems conceived. other than that 

films designed to serve unlimited public or non-public purposes limited. (Sumarno, 

1996:10) Film which is also a communication medium, does not reflect or even 

recording reality; like the other medium of representation of film only construct and 

"relive" the image of reality through code 

- codes, conventions, myths and ideologies of his culture a specific mode of 

signification practice of the medium. (Turner, 1991: 128). 

Based on the definitions above, it can be concludewd that movie is a the 

combinations of moving images and audios(voices) which are chained to form a story 

to entertain or convey ideas and concepts by someone. Movie is also used as a 

communication tool to express creativity of an artist. Besides that, Movie is also 

divided into various genres, such as action, drama, comedy, horror, documentary, 

sport, or even a combination of some genres. 

One of the most interesting genres of movie is drama action. It is because the 

combination of the two genres create a good entertainment and suspense for the 

audiences. One of good movies related to this genre is Green Street Hooligans Movie. 

The movie is about fanaticisim happening to the main character because of 

environment influences since he decided to move to a new country. The movie also 
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portrayed how dangerous the fanaticism is and therefore it can be considered as 

important issue to be discussed nowadays. 

J.P Chaplin (2008: 495) defines fanaticims as energetically attitude that over to 

a point of view or a cause. Fanaticism is also a sense of love that is more up to be a 

tremendous impact on a person's attitude to life. Calhoun (2004: 349) further explains 

that fanaticism is not merely a strong commitment to a world view, ideology and 

belief system since many people are devoted to a certain religion, ideology or 

political system without being fanatic. However, Perkinson (2002: 172) argues that 

fanatics is dogmatic people whose theories, ideologies and proposed solutions are 

absolutely right in their own eyes. 

Based on the definitions of fanaticism above, it can be said that fanaticism is a 

circumstance where people have self belonging toward something in a very high level 

and always being ready to prevent that thing from anything which opposes it. It is 

very dangerous if the society got that kind of problem. Therefore, the society should 

get enough information regarding this problem in order to know deeply about it and 

finally can avoid being fanatic. 

Based on the explanations and problems above, the researcher decided to 

research the fanaticism in Green Street Hooligans movie. This movie generally tells 

about the fanaticism happening in football fans. The portrayals of fanaticism in this 

movie were very clear since it portrayed a character from being just as a usual person 

to finally be a fanatic fan of English football club. Therefore, the researcher chose 

this movie as the object of the research. 
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The researcher hopes that this research can give beneficial things toward 

society, specially for those who want to know more about fanaticism so that they can 

finally know what actually the fanaticism is and can avoid it as a good society, or, 

even can prevent others from being fanatic as the further implication of this research. 

B. Research Question 

Based on the background, the researcher formulated a research question 

“What are the characteristics of fanaticism in the Green Street Hooligans Movie”? 

C. Research Objective 

Related to the research questions, the researcher formulated the research 

objectives “To find out the characteristics of fanaticism in the Green Street Hooligans 

Movie”. 

D. Research Significance 

Theoretically, the researcher expects that this research can give beneficial 

contribution and information to society generally and to the students of English 

Literature Department who interested in analyzing fanaticism in movie specifically. 

Furthermore, the researcher expects that this research will be the great resources for 

further research related to the fanaticism. 

Practically, the result of this research is expected to be useful and helpful for 

the readers in order to give a deep understanding about fanaticism so that they can 

differentiate which one the fanaticism is and also they cannot easily be influenced or 
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doctrinated by this kind of ideology and also they can finally avoid it as a good 

society. 

E. Research Scope 

In this research, the researcher focused on the characteristics of fanaticism and 

the process of a character finally being fanatic. The researcher used theory of 

Marimaa (2011: 33) to analyze the characteristics of fanaticism which is divided into 

5 kinds such as Unwavering conviction about the absolute rightness of one 

understands, Seeking to impose one’s convictions on others, Dualistic world-view, 

Self-sacrificial devotion to the goal and Devotion itself is more important than the 

object of that devotion. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERARY REVIEW 

A. Related Research 

Silwan (2012) in his thesis, “Aggressive Behaviour Pattern, Characteristic 

and Fanaticism Panser Biru Group PSIS Semarang”, this study used qualitative 

approach. The results of this research are some aggressive behaviors of Panzer Blue 

did in supporting the team PSIS Semarang such as (1) physical aggression, namely: 

(a) pitching, (b) a fight, (c) destruction, (d) the beating; (2) verbal aggression, namely: 

category racist (a) the song Jepara town whore, (b) the referee custody, (c) stupid, (d) 

black, (e) contempt, (f) invective, (g) the song provocative, (h) scoffed-mockery. In 

this study, it is explained that characteristics presented in the group of supporters 

were blue and many attributes yells performed at PSIS match. 

Haspisari (2015) in her research, “Fanaticism and Aggressiveness on Football 

Supporter”, this study used quantitative method. The results of this research show 

that there is a significant relationship between fanaticism and the aggressiveness of 

the football fans. Coefficient R shows that the relationship between fanaticism and 

aggressiveness are at a very weak level of relationship. 

The similarity between this research and the previous findings above is the 

analysis relating to the fanaticism. The first previous finding has similarity in terms of 

method where both researches use qualitative method. However, there is also 

difference in the second previous finding. The second previous finding used 

quantitative method while this research used qualitative method. The second previous  
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finding also has similarity to this research which is analysis relating to the football 

supporter. Another difference is the object, the first previous finding above analyzed 

fanaticism of the Panser Biru Group PSIS Semarang while this study analyzed 

fanaticism in Matt Buckner character in “Green Street Hooligans” movie. 

B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. Fanaticism 

The term fanaticism has sometimes been used in too broad a sense in common 

usage and even in scientific literature, so it has become a label even for 

activities that could be defined more adequately by other terms. For that reason, some 

claim that the term fanatic is useless as stated by Bryans (2005: 154). Fanaticsm 

many encountered in lifetime, no exception to the fanaticism of the football club 

because of football has the largest audience compared to other sports. Soccer 

supporters are always linked with supporters of a team. Supporters are active, giving 

support based on certain feelings of love and fanaticism. Presence supporters for the 

football team is certainly very much expected because this sport is not just a sport 

with the aim to maintain health but has develop into a business and industry. The 

presence of supporters brings the spirit of its own for the football players. Attention 

and support very awaited by players from their supporters (Shalimow, 2010: 33). In 

many ways, fans are interpreted as a group of people who have brutality, anarchy, 

dealing with riots, and so on. Research on the behavior of supporters has been done 

by the University of Cardiff shows the number of victims directly proportional to the 

club's achievements. The better the achievement of the club then the more the fallen 
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victim. Victory celebration, alcohol party, or ridicule against supporters of the 

opposing team is the cause of the riots that caused the fall victim. Their behavior 

becomes uncontrollable. Potential unrest is getting bigger when the winning team 

wins (Fikret, 2005, pp. 283) Football is the most popular type of sport in the 

community all over the world, so every organized football game is always plenty 

spectators who watch the stars and favorite teams compete. Excitement football 

matches are incredible not infrequently affect the fanaticism of the audience against 

favorite teams. They often use team attributes their favorite, have photos of their idol 

players, and always buy tickets for watching his favorite teams compete. Even the 

audience is willing take any action for his favorite team. Such actions for example: 

fighting with the supporters of other teams, booing, or throws opponent players who 

cheat, throw a referee who is considered heavy one side against the opponent and 

even willingly against the security (Yadi, 2009, p 17). 

Talking about fanaticism it is necessary to mention the relative of 

the term fandom that has been used primarily in the sphere of entertainment. Devoted 

supporters of a sport, athlete, sport club, game, musician, band, actor, or other similar 

attraction are usually called fans. A fan can be loyal and devoted without having a 

fanatical attitude but the inclination towards fanaticism is sometimes also found 

specifically among fans. For example, there is nothing exceptional about a fan trying 

to identify her/himself with the object of her/his fandom by wearing the same style of 

clothes or by associating her/himself with her/his idol with special tattoos. At the 

same time we can take as an extreme example a fan of the now deceased pop 
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musician Michael Jackson who has undergone several surgical operations in order to 

look like his idol as said by Hills (2007: 471). 

In this case, we are probably dealing with fanatical identification 

with the object of devotion. There is also an intersection with religious fanaticism 

here when we think, for example, about ritual crucifixions in the Philippines in sports 

team fan culture is characterized, for example, by wearing clothes with club symbols 

and by attending if possible every match the club plays. But fandom takes on 

fanatical proportions when the fans can no longer tolerate the idea that the other 

teams can also have their fan base, when they start to use violence against players and 

fans of opposing teams or when all of their life and self-identity is focused around the 

avidly-supported club. So there is nothing odd when fans feel anger if someone from 

their favorite club goes over to another club, but the situation takes a more serious 

turn if she/he is beaten up or receives death threats from fans because of his/her 

decisions. Fanatic can be interpreted as the attitude of someone who does or loving 

something seriously and earnestly (Hidayatullah, 1995 :56). While "ism" can be 

interpreted as a form of belief or trust. So, from the two definitions above can be 

deduced that fanaticism is a belief or belief that is too strong against a teaching be it 

politics, religion and so on in this case against the club soccer. 

According to Calhoun (2004: 349), fanaticism is not merely a strong 

commitment to a world view, ideology or belief system. Many people are devoted to 

a certain religion, ideology or political system without being fanatics. In Calhoun’s 

view (2004: 350-351), fanaticism is not the same as merely exhibiting extreme 
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enthusiasm either. Men and women of principle are considered confident and not 

fanatic. Besides, those who fight selflessly and tirelessly for social change are 

considered heroes. If someone has strong convictions it does not mean that she/he 

would think about her/himself as infallible. What does differentiate fanatics from 

people who are confident in a positive way is that they are absolutely certain their 

understandings are absolutely correct. 

Additionally, Perkinson (2002: 172) defines fanatics as dogmatic people 

whose theories, ideology and proposed solutions are absolutely right in their own 

eyes. At the same time fanatics avoid critical thinking when they ignore or are not 

able to see those arguments, facts, or consequences that refute his solutions. 

Furthermore, Marimaa (2011: 35-48) proposes theory when it comes to 

analyze the indications of fanaticism as follows: 

1) Unwavering conviction about the absolute rightness of one understands 

A True Believer closes his/her eyes and ears to the facts that, in his/her 

opinion, are not worthy of being seen or heard. S/he does not fear dangers or 

obstacles and s/he is not disturbed by contradictions because s/he denies their 

existence. His/her infallible doctrine helps him/ her to deal with the 

displeasures and uncertainties of the surrounding world. Such doctrine isolates 

him/her from him/herself and from the realities of the  surrounding world. 

When someone believes that s/he holds the absolute truth, s/he also believes 

that s/he has all the answers. True doctrine is considered the answer to every 

problem in the world. 
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2) Seeking to impose one’s convictions on others 

A faith community of fanatics is certain about the absolute truth of the words 

of their leader and they are convinced they are the only ones authorized to 

interpret those words of truth. They are proud to be chosen and hate those 

who do not care about the truth. The latter are regarded as doomed. This 

fanatical community tries to subject everyone to their truth, be it through 

religious or political ideology. Deviation of the world from this truth is 

considered an accident that must be corrected.  Fanatics are ready to sacrifice 

themselves for their ideas. They attack the disorder of the imperfect and 

unholy world. 

3) Dualistic world-view 

Destructive fanaticism goes beyond the ““moderate”” distinction between 

““us”” and ““them””. Usually, in-groups (““us””) are viewed in a positive 

light and out-groups (““them””) are vilified or regarded with scepticism. But 

in fanaticism such distinction exceeds all moderation. ““They”” become 

enemies who are not simply bad but even embody ““cosmic evil””. So the 

world does not simply consist of people with their virtues and vices, it 

becomes a battlefield between light and dark, good and evil. In literature on 

this subject it is sometimes referred to as a Manichean dichotomy or 

Manichean construction. For example, traditional Christianity makes a 

distinction between Christians and ““the world”” (the latter is seen as being 

under Satan’’s rule). In Islam there has historically been division between the 
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““House of Islam”” (Dar al-Islam) where Muslims live and rule and the 

““House of war”” (Dar al-Harb) that needs to be Islamized either peacefully 

or, when unsuccessful, with war. When both of those beliefs are taken to 

extremes a peaceful mission turns into violence and blood where either 

coldly-calculated violence or fanatical fervour are used to reach their goals. 

We can also turn to the two most famous 20
th

 century totalitarian regimes –– 

National Socialism in Germany and Bolshevism in the Soviet Union –– to see 

that both of them frequently used violence since both had a clear ““enemy”” 

who needed to be destroyed. Whilst the former targeted Bolshevists and Jews, 

the latter, relying on the concept of class struggle, targeted ““enemies of the 

people””. Conspiracy theories are also suitable for such mindsets. For a 

fanatic, Donskis notices, there is satisfaction in such conspiracy theories that 

ascribe all the bad to the ““community, whom we hate”. 

4) Self-sacrificial devotion to the goal 

There are no fanatics without this trait. For example, someone may have a 

fixed idea that the Sun moves around the Earth and they despise scientific 

discoveries that prove the contrary. So s/he believes that with similar kindred 

spirits they constitute an enlightened minority that fiercely opposes the rest of 

humanity that is seen as blinkered by their erroneous views. But s/he only 

becomes a fanatic when s/he starts to impose his/her fixed idea on others, 

demands that schools must teach not a heliocentric but a geocentric view and 

is willing to sacrifice not only his/her time and money but even his/her life to 
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make his/her ideas dominant in society. Self-sacrificial devotion to a goal is 

common to all fanatics, whether their fanaticism be connected with religion, 

politics, the world of entertainment, hobbies or something else. Therefore, the 

fanaticism of a sport fanatic, for instance, might not be rooted in any special 

ideology but it manifests itself in self-sacrificial devotion to a sport or club 

even if in the long term this could harm his/her health or cause trauma, for 

example, when getting into a fight with fans of an opposing team.56 A 

fanatical computer gamer may not consider a highly addictive game the best 

ever made but his/her fanaticism focuses on self-sacrificial gaming that 

deepens the addiction and affects his/ her health up to the point where it can 

even cause sudden death. 

5) Devotion itself is more important than the object of that devotion 

This last characteristic can also be seen as a relatively universal trait for all 

fanatics. Even if the fanatic may deny it, the devotion itself is more important 

to him/her than the object of that devotion. Essentially they are all on the 

same side and their opposites are actually moderate. Fanatics regard other 

fanatics with suspicion and they are quite ready to assault each other, but in 

reality they are closely related. ““They hate each other with the hatred of 

brothers. They are as far apart and close together as Saul and Paul. The 

primacy of devotion over the object of devotion illustrates the universal nature 

of fanaticism. That is why fanaticism is not only limited to the religious or 

political sphere, but encompasses almost every field of human activity. For 
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the fanatic it is important to be zealous about something or somebody. If s/he 

gets disillusioned, disappointed or bored with the object of devotion, s/he 

soon needs to find another object with which s/he wants to be associated. 

 

2. Hooligans 

Hooligans with the football world are closely related, because when there are 

football matches there must be the hooligans Watch the game. Hooligan first 

appeared in England and was not Wonder if currently England is the largest hooligan 

producer. At first the word hooligan was given by the British media for Football 

supporters wh riot. And this hooligan said Awarded by British media when the 1950s 

experienced English football Progress of the domestic league1. At that time, the 

soccer riots in England have not became a social problem because it was originally 

English football Developed by the middle and upper classes. Later, the game of 

football Adopted by a group of laborers and hired workers and then this group Which 

then seemed attached to the game of football. Since then The atmosphere of the game 

was colored by its rough audiences, Hari Wahyudi (2009: 124). 

3. Synopsis 

Green street hooligans is a film directed by Lexi Alexander, tells the story of 

Matt Buckner, a Harvard journalism student who was fired for being slandered by his 

roommate, he was found to have a drug in his closet. Because of that he decided to 

visit his sister in England. His visit in England made him accidentally meet with Pete 

Dunham a fanatic supporters of west ham united football club named GSE (Green 
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Street Elite). Brief story Pete invites to meet his friends, Matt is good enough in 

mingling with them, but one Pete friend named Bovver is not too fond of new people 

he always suspicious with journalists. One day a friend of Pete accidentally saw Matt 

enter the office of one newspaper in english, he then reported it to Bovver and 

accused Matt as an undercover journalist, after which Bovver came to Pete and 

showed proof that matt was a journalist. Bovver who felt betrayed because Pete 

already know that Matt did have a background of a journalist and he nevertheless 

preserves, bovver was betrayed by visiting the headquarters of the main rivals GSE 

namely Millwall, bovver notify the Major of Millwall Tommy Hatcher bring former 

major of GSE Stevie Dunham was in marksanya after all this time, they also went to 

the headquarters of the GSE since Tommy Hatcher had a bad past with the former 

major of the GSE. This ends with the death of Pete Dunham because losing a fight 

with Tommy hatcher. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Method 

The design of this research is descriptive analysis in form of qualitative 

research. Bog and Taylor in Moleong (2010: 3) state that qualitative methodology is a 

research procedure that produces descriptive data in the form of words written or 

spoken of the people, or, behavior that can be observed. Furthermore, the researcher 

used descriptive qualitative method to analyze the representation of fanaticism toward 

to Matt Buckner character in “Green Street Hooligans” movie. 

B. Source of Data 

In this research, the researcher took the data from Green Street Hooligans 

movie’s scripts by Lexi Alexander. The movie was published on September 9
th

 2005. 

Its duration is about one hour and forty eight minutes. 

C. Instrument of Research 

The researcher used note taking as the instrument of this research. Nazir, 

(1988:124-125) stated note taking is a system of recording information which 

includes the last name author, page and related information. 

 

D. Procedure of Research 

The procedures of data collection in this research were formulated as 

follows: 
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1. The researcher watched the “Green Street Hooligans” movie intensively. 

2. The researcher identified fanatic behaviour in the “Green Street Hooligans” 

movie. 

3. The researcher wrote down the data found from the movie into pieces of 

paper. 

4. The researcher classified the data based on Marimaa’s theory of characteristic 

of fanaticism.  

 

E. Techniques of Data Analysis 

The researcher analyzed the data by using Marimaa’s theory of fanaticism. 

The data were classified based on the Marimaa’s characteristics of fanaticism 

theory such as unwavering conviction about the absolute rightness of one 

understands, seeking to impose one’s convictions on others, dualistic world-view, 

self-sacrificial devotion to the goal and devotion itself is more important than the 

object of that devotion. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Findings 

 After watching the Green Street Hooligans movie intensively, and reading the 

script of green street hooligans from Lexi Alexander, the researcher found 15 extracts 

in accordance with the 5 characteristics of fanaticism proposed by Marimaa, here are 

some data contained in the movie green street hooligans: 

Extract 1 (00:31:15) 

This scene shows that Matt tries to ask Pete to run but, Pete convinces him not to run 

and keeps fight. 

Matt : Come on, let's get out of here. 

Pete : What? 

Matt : There's 20 guys. 

Pete : You don't run. Not when you're with us, you stand your ground 

and fight. 

Matt : Fight? I don't know how to fight. 

Pete  : Just think of someone you hate. 

(The picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 2 (00:32:10) 

This scene shows the clash between GSE (Green Street Elite), against their rival 

opponent from Birmingham Supporter. 
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GSE members : GSE! GSE! Come on! Come on! Come on! 

(The picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

Extract 3 (00:32:34) 

This part shows that Matt challenges one of Birmingham supporters to fight.  

Matt  : Come on! 

Birmingham Hooligan member : oh really, let’s see! 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 4 (00:34:42) 

Pete explains to Matt about some of Hooligans in London and tells him that the best 

Hooligan is GSE (Green Street Elite). 

Pete  : See, West Ham football is mediocre, but our firm is top notch 

and everyone knows it. The GSE. Green Street Elite. Arsenal: 

Great football, shit firm, "The Gooners." Tottenham: Shit football 

and a shit firm."The Yids," they're called. I actually put their 

main lad througha phone-box window the other day. 

Matt : Yeah, told me about that to. 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 5 (00:35:08) 

Matt asks about Millwall to Pete and he explains to Matt how serious their fame in all 

this time is.  

Matt  : How about Millwall? 
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Pete  : Where to even fucking begin with Millwall. Millwall and West Ham 

firms hate, each other more than any other firms. 

Matt : Sort of like the Yankees and the Red Sox?. 

Pete  : More like the Israelis and the Palestinians. 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

Extract 6 (00:37:43) 

In this scene Matt tries to save Pete from his brother, Steve. But Steve tries to hit 

Matt too.   

Steve  : Get your hands off me! 

Pete  : Stop it! Steve! Leave it, leave it. 

Steve  : Get the fuck out. Get out! lying little shit! 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 7 (00:41:58) 

Pete tells the kids in his environment that Matt thinks softball is better than 

football, but the kids disagree and try to prove it by challenging Matt to play 

football. 

Pete  : Mr. Buckner still thinks, that baseball is better than football. 

Boys : Whooooooooo !!! 

Pete  : I know, boys. It's an utter sin. Now, it's our job to save this 

heathen from his evil ways. 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 
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Extract 8 (00:54:18) 

This scene shows on of Manchester supporters, warn his friends facing Pete, he wants 

Nigel to take revenge of him. 

Manchester hooligan member : And remember, Nigel gets that Dunham 

cunt all to himself. 

Nigel   : That's right, nice one. 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 9 (00:54:51) 

This scene shows the fight between Manchester and GSE members in the train 

station. 

Manchester hooligan members : Where's your famous, where's your 

famous?where's your famous GSE? 

where's your famous GSE? 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 10 (00:55:32) 

This scene shows Manchester and GSE members shouting each other while they 

clashed. 

Manchester hooligan members  : Where's your famous, Where's your 

famous?! Where's your famous GSE?! 

Where's your famous GSE?! 
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GSE Members  : This is your famous, this is your famous, 

this is your famous GSE!!! 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

  

Extract 11 (00:56:57) 

Matt felt so glad after his idea passed his friends from attack by Manchester Hooligan 

members. 

Matt : You know the best part?, It isn't knowing that your friends have 

your back, It's knowing that you, have your friend's back. They're 

on me. I'd never lived closer to danger, but I'd never felt safer. 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 12 (00:57:01) 

This scene shows that Matt puts tattoo of West Ham United, GSE football team pride. 

Dave : this is not as painful as you think 

Matt : yeah, I hope you right 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 13 (01:01:26) 

This scene shows Matt and his father Carl walk together and talk about why he can 

join the GSE. 

Carl : You know your sister's, worried sick about you. She says you're 

running around, with some kind of gang. 
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Matt : It's not a gang, Dad, they're my friends. 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

Extract 14 (01:12:31) 

This scene shows that Bovver tries to convince his friends that journalist is not good 

for the GSE. 

Bovver  : What's fucking wrong with you, eh? He'll bury us all and, 

what, you just gonna sit down and watch him do it? No, No, 

Steve, you're the Major. You started this firm. 

Steve   : The GSE is Pete's firm. All right?, He calls the shots. 

Bovver  : Well, fuck the lot of you. 

Bovver : He studies to be a Journo, His Old man is a Journo. What 

is the fucking difference?!! 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

 

Extract 15 (01:14:01,100) 

This part shows that Bovver comes to Millwall leader Tony Hatcher, and asks him to 

attack Matt in GSE headquarter.  

 

Tony : You know we're gonna have to stop meeting like this, People are 

gonna start to talk.  

So, what you doing up so late, anyway, on a fucking school night? 

Bov : Fucking Yank's an undercover journo, He's at our boozer now, 

Tommy, you gotta give him the chop 

Tony : What makes you think I'd want to sort that out for you, eh? 

Bovver : Because the Major's there too.  
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Tony : Stevie Dunham's in there? 

(the picture can be seen on the page of appendices) 

B. Discussions 

In this section, the researcher discussed about the data analysis found in Green 

Street Hooligans movie by Lexi Alexander. After analyzing the data, the researchers 

found 15 data related to Marimaa’s theory of fanaticism characteristics. Here the 

researcher explained further about all the data found in Green Street Hooligans 

Movie; 

1. Unwavering conviction about the absolute rightness of one understands 

In this part the researcher found 3 extracts which were suitable with the first 

Marima’s Fanaticism characteristics theory. Extract 1 This scene shows Matt and 

Pete with friends are surrounded by other hooligans, Matt wants to run away due to 

outnumbered, but Pete is sure that it will come out despite losing. this scene shows a 

fanatic like Pete in this movie will not be back down in realizing the goals of his 

group, although he must be hurted for doing so. This corresponds to the first 

characteristic of a fanatic believing in one's truth and truth, and it does not listen to 

the others’ opinion, as when Matt tries to warn Pete to back down because they are 

outnumbered, but Pete does not back down because his belief is unanimous. 

This section or Extract 11 looks Matt is very excited after his idea to surround 

hooligans from Manchester successfully, he feels like he has to protect his friends 

well, this part is suitable with the first characteristic of fanaticism stated by Marimaa 
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Unwavering conviction about the absolut rightness of one understanding. This section 

is also suitable with the characteristics of the first fanaticism, in which Matt firmly 

believes that what he does to manchester hooligan is the act of protecting his 

comrades, Matt feels that it is not his friend who should protect him, but he is the one 

who has to protect his friends in the GSE. 

In Extract 13 shows that Matt and his father Carl, are walking together discuss about 

what Matt is doing during in the UK. At that time Matt's father accused Matt of 

having joined the gang, but Matt denied that the GSE (Green Street Elite) was not a 

gang but his friend. This scene also shows that Matt denied his father's opinion that 

GSE is a gang, he is convinced that people on GSE are his friends, this is suitable 

with the characteristics of fanaticism first unwavering conviction about the absolute 

rightness of one understand, where a fanatic would deny opinions contrary even 

though it is his closest family. 

After analyzing extract 1,11 and 13 the researcher found that a fanatic will be very 

firm to his stand and does not want to accept anything else or contrary to his beliefs, 

this is very compatible with the theory of Kelmer's first characteristic Unwavering 

conviction about the absolute rightness of one understands, where pete and matt 

figures try to convince others and even their immediate family not to fight their 

beliefs, even the characters Pete and Matt strongly believe that what they believe is 

the answer to all of their problems. as shown in Extract 1 where Pete and Matt are 

besieged with their friends among the rivals, but they do not run away because they 
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believe that firmness with their friends will be strong. Meanwhile on Extract 11 Matt 

feels that his actions after escaping his friends from a group attack rivals are the right 

thing to do despite hurting some of those rivals. 

It is also happened in Extract 13 where Matt tried to convince his father that what he 

did by joining the GSE supporters group would not be dangerous for him.  

the three explanations of the three extracts have corroborated with the Marimaa’s first 

characteristics of Fanaticism that an unshakeable belief in truth that a fanatic 

understands will make him not accept things that are outside of himself or his group. 

2. Seeking to impose one’s convictions on others 

In this scene or Extract 3 shows Pete was explaining to Matt that the Arsenal is a 

great team but their hooligans are sucks. The scene shows that Pete was explaining 

briefly about some of the team and hooligans (firm), which he knows for Matt, but he 

still recognizes that his group (GSE) is the best, and all his rivals are lousy. this is 

accordance with the second characteristic in which a fanatic will try to convince 

others that his group is the best of the other. 

In Extract 7 Pete wants to show that football is better than softball by inviting him to 

play football. This scene shows that Pete tries to convince Matt that football is the 

best and he persuades him to play football with some children, it shows that a fanatic 

will try to convince others that what supported by the group is the best, not only with 

the conversation but by inviting others to feel his experience as well, in this case 

playing football. 
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The two extracts show how a fanatic will attempt to assimilate others that what they 

believe is the best, a fanatic will show both verbally and non-verbally to others that 

what they have and believe is not wrong, this happens to the Extract 3 where Pete 

tried to convince Pete that their hooligan group is the best and has a reputation among 

other hooligans. Pete explains it by mentioning the shortcomings of other Hooligan 

groups, that he has hit every Hooligan leader who he has ever met. Meanwhile at 

Extract 7 Pete tries to explain that soccer is better than softball by taking Matt to 

play soccer with his neighborhood kids, right then the first time Matt is playing 

soccer. Both Extracts fit perfectly with Marimaa's fanaticism characteristics to 

impose one's convictions to others, that a fanatic strongly believes that what they 

believe is better than the other’s beliefs. 

 

3. Dualistic world-view 

In Extract 5 Pete is assured that the main rival of GSE (Green Street Elite) is 

hooligans of the Millwall football club. this section displays where Pete tells Matt 

that their biggest rival is Millwall, he says that GSE and Millwall have been hostile 

for a long time, so hard for their competition that Pete likes their union as Israelis and 

Palestinians. It is consistent with the third fanaticism characteristic proposed by 

Marimaa, it is the Dualistic world-view, where a fanatic is very close to the 

competition between groups. 
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Meanwhile in Extract 8 shows a hooligans from manchester named Nigel warns his 

friends that who can face Pete Dunham just him alone. As described in the previous 

explanation, that a fanatic is very close to the competition between groups, this scene 

shows where a Manchester hooligan tells his friends that who can face Pete Dunham 

from him (Nigel) only, this scene corresponds to the third characteristics of 

fanaticism proposed by Marimaa about dualistic view world. 

The two extracts above correspond to the third characteristic of the Marimaa’s, the 

Dualistic World View, which in Extract 5 Pete describes the rivalry between GSE 

and Millwall as the Palestinians and Israelis rivalry, where GSE and Millwall meet 

and there will be fights, as well as Extract 8 where a Hooligan from Manchester 

named Nigel is very excited to meet with Pete, and only he who can face it. The very 

strong rivalry shown by the two extracts is very much in line with Marimaa's third 

fanaticism characteristic, a fanatic belief that there are only two in this world. We and 

They. A fanatic will do every possible thing to defeat or show to another group that 

their group is the best and anyone who disagrees with them is the enemy. 

4. Self-sacrificial devotion to the goal 

Extract 2 shows a fight between GSE (Green Street Elite) faced with hooligans from 

Newcastle united club after the game. This scene shows the fights that occur in two 

groups of GSE and Hooligan supporters from Newcastle United, where they are 

reluctant to hurt each other so that their group can be said the best one or the 
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strongest one. they will sacrifice themselves so that the purpose of their group 

achieved. 

Extract 3 shows that Matt (GSE) is injured when there is a fight between GSE and 

hooligans of newcastle united. As previously described, a fanatic will not hesitate to 

sacrifice themselves for group purposes, this scene shows how Matt looks hurted by 

hitting his opponent, and Matt still wants to go even if it can harm him. This is in 

accordance with the fourth characteristic of fanaticism proposed by Marimaa about 

self sacrificial devotion to the goal. 

Extract 6 shows that Matt tries to split Stevie dunham trying to beat his friend, Pete. 

The scene shows that Matt defends Pete from his brother (Steve), and Matt is ready to 

accept resistance from Steve for daring to fight him, which indicates that a fanatic 

will not be willing to have a group of friends harassed by others, even if it is his own 

close relative, he (Matt) is ready to protect his friend who is the leader of GSE group 

(Pete). 

Extract 9 shows that there was a fight between GSE and hooligans from manchester, 

when GSE came to the city of manchester to watch the game. 

The scene reveals a fight scene between the GSE and another group of Hooligans 

from Manchester, they will fight anyone who is out of their side, and do not care 

about their safety as long as it can realize their group's goals, they will still face it. 

Extract 10 shows that a man from the GSE camp was hit by a bottle of hooligans 

from manchester. the scene shows how a person wants to sacrifice themselves to 
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defend their group, here it looks like one of the members of GSE hits the bottle in the 

head to break. This corresponds to one of the characteristics of fanaticism by 

Marimaa about self sacrificial devotion to the goal. 

Extract 12 shows that Matt puts tattoo of West Ham’s logo in his body to prove that 

he is dedicated to GSE. the scene shows how a person wants to sacrifice themselves 

to defend their group, here it looks like one of the members of GSE hits the bottle in 

the head to break. This corresponds to one of the characteristics of fanaticism by 

Marimaa about self sacrificial devotion to the goal. 

the six extracts discovered by researchers on the Green Street Hooligans film show 

indications of violence perpetrated by fanatics both for others as well as for 

themselves, as shown in Extract 2,3,6,9 and 10 fights between Hooligans cause 

injury to one another, harm to themselves and the environment around them. while 

Extract 12 shows that Matt wants to put a tatto to his body with the West Ham 

United logo, the GSE (Green Street Elite) football club. all extracts fit the fanatic 

characterictics proposed by Marimaa about Self-sacrificial devotion to the goal, 

where a fanatic will do anything including violence to achieve their group's goals, 

even it must sacrifice themselves. 

5. Devotion itself is more important than the object of that devotion 

Extract 14 shows Bovver is annoyed for not succeeding in convincing his friends 

that matt is an undercover journalist. His belief that journalists have always had a 

devastating effect on hooligans, make him hate everyone who deals with journalists, 
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even though the person is not a journalist. In the fifth characteristic of  Fanaticism by 

Marimaa about Devotion itself is more important than the object of that devotion, 

loyalty or obedience is more important than its object. The sense of obedience in a 

fanatic is more important than the object to which he obeys. That’s why if the object 

that he obeys betrays or has contradicted with his belief, then a fanatic will choose to 

leave the object that he obeyed or his group and give his obedience or his loyalty to 

rival groups in accordance with his beliefs. this happened to Extract 15, where 

Bovver character in the Green Street Hooligans film voted betrayed from the GSE, 

and leaked information to the rival group (Millwall), because his decision to expel 

Matt from GSE for being an undercover journalist was not approved by his friends , 

and felt his obedience to the GSE was not appreciated by his friends. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

This chapter provides conclusions and suggestions based on the findings of 

fanaticism characteristics by Marimaa. After watching the movie from Lexi 

Alexander, Green Street Hooligans and script intensively, the researcher gave 

conclusions and suggestions to the reader as follows: 

A. Conclusions 

Based on the findings and discussions above, the researchers concluded that 

the Green Street Hooligans movie directed by Lexi Alexander, has a match with 

Marimaa's theory about fanaticism characteristics, among which 5 fanaticism 

characteristics of Marimaa have a match with what happens in the movie Green 

Street Hooligans, where the researcher analyzed by watching and reading the Green 

Street Hooligans movie script regularly, the researcher found 15 extracts, where each 

extract is divided into 5 types of characteristics of Marimaa consisting of Unwavering 

conviction about the absolute rightness of one understand as much as 3 extracts, 

Seeking to impose one's conviction on others as much as 2 extracts, Dualistic world 

view of 2 extracts, Self sacrifacial devotion to the goal as much as 6 extracts, and 

devotion itself more important than the object of that devotion 2 extracts. 
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B. Suggestion 

1. The researcher suggests for those who want to conduct the similar research 

to not only examine the fanaticism of football, but other objects or sides also 

such as; religion, politics, organizations and anything related to fanaticism. 

2. The researcher hopes that by reading this thesis, the readers will get 

knowledge about fanaticism clearly, so readers are not easily affected in 

groups of fanatical groups in the community. 

3. Finally, the researcher hopes that this thesis will be able to be a reference or 

recommendation to the students of English language and literature so that 

they will not be easy to become a fanatic person especially in the 

organization which can disturb their lectures. 
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APPENDICES 

A. The script of Green Street Hooligans Movie 

Pete Dunham: Fuck it, I will take you with me. You might learn something... 

Matt Buckner: About soccer? 

Pete Dunham: No mate. Not about soccer, AND FOR FUCK SAKE, STOP 

SAYING SOCCER! 

Matt Buckner: I've never lived closer to danger, but I've never felt safer. I've 

never felt more confident, and people could spot it from a mile away. And as for 

this, the violence? I gotta be honest - it grew on me. Once you've taken a few 

punches and realize you're not made of glass, you don't feel alive unless you're 

pushing yourself as far as you can go. 

Pete Dunham: You don't run, not when you're with us... You stand your ground 

and fight! 

Matt Buckner: Pete Dunham's life taught me there's a time to stand your ground, 

and his death taught me there's a time to walk away. 

Matt Buckner: You know the best part? It isn't knowing that your friends have 

your back. It's knowing that you have your friends' back. 

Matt Buckner: [Discussing the West Ham / Millwall Rivalry] It's like the 

Yankees and the Red Sox. 

Pete Dunham: More like the Israelis and the Palestinians. 

Pete Dunham: TOMMY! Don't you wanna finish me off then? 

Tommy Hatcher: You're already finished little Petey! The NTO will take care of 

you in a minute you mug! 

Pete Dunham: We didn't kill your son Tommy! YOU DID! You should have 

protected him mate! He was your son! 

Tommy Hatcher: Don't you talk about my fuckin son! DON'T TALK ABOUT 

MY FUCKIN SON! 

Matt Buckner: Was that a terrorist attack? What happened here? 

Shannon Dunham: Welcome to match-day madness. Tottenham was in town last 

night. 

Matt Buckner: What are you talkin' about, baseball is a girl's game? The Red Sox 

has a guy that pitches the ball over 90 miles per hour! 

Pete Dunham: Who cares? All that means is that he can have a wank faster than 

you. 

Pete Dunham: So, I'm guessing you're not much of a fighter. 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0402271/?ref_=tt_trv_qu
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Matt Buckner: Fighter? That's probably the first fight I ever had. 

Pete Dunham: You call that a fight? 

[first lines] 

Pete Dunham: Fuck me. If I knew we was going to a bar mitzvah, I would have 

brought me fuckin' skull cap. Mate, Tottenham's due north. Are you lost? Or just 

fucking stupid? 

Pete Dunham: [Matt and Pete are sitting at a food vendor stall, reading a 

newspaper the morning after the Birmingham game/fight] Fuckin' journos. Look 

at this. 

[he slaps the paper] 

Pete Dunham: West Ham wins 3-nil in a blindin' performance, and our little 

scrap makes the headline. Bloody muckrakers. 

Matt Buckner: So, what is this? 

Pete Dunham: Bollocks journo bullshit. 

Matt Buckner: No, no, this, the GSE. 

Pete Dunham: [whispering] Shhh! Lower it, son! 

Matt Buckner: What are you guys, like, an organized political movement or 

something? 

Pete Dunham: No, mate. We're a firm. You never heard of a firm in the States? 

Matt Buckner: No. 

Pete Dunham: All right. Every football team in Europe's got a firm. Some have 

two. 

[Matt gives him a blank look] 

Pete Dunham: Christ, I forgot how clueless you Yanks are. All you've seen of us 

is the stadium riots on TV, innit? Come on. 

[they get up and walk away from the stall] 

Pete Dunham: See, West Ham football is mediocre. But our firm is top-notch, 

and everyone knows it. The GSE: Green Street Elite. Arsenal... great football, shit 

firm... the Gooners. Tottenham... shit football, and a shit firm... the Yids, they're 

called. I actually put their main lad through a phone box window the other day. 

Matt Buckner: [Matt looks down at the newspaper] What about Millwall? 

Pete Dunham: Ah, Millwall. Where to even fucking begin with Millwall. 

Millwall and West Ham firms hate each other, more than any other firms by far. 

Matt Buckner: Sorta like the Yankees and the Red Sox. 

Pete Dunham: More like the Israelis and the Palestinians. 

[Matt laughs] 

Pete Dunham: We haven't played Millwall in ten years. Their top boy's this 

geezer named Tommy Hatcher. 'Orrible ol' cunt. Back in the Major's day, 

Tommy's son was killed in a scrap. After that, he went completely mental. Lost 

the plot. 
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Matt Buckner: Well, who's the Major? 

Pete Dunham: Ah, the Major. Quite a legend 'round here. He ran the GSE in the 

Nineties, when I was comin' up. Hardest bastard you ever saw. They say we kinda 

lost our way when he left. But believe me, my boys are bringin' the ol' GSE 

reputation right back. 

Bovver: [Pete and Matt walk into the pub] Jesus, you two attatched at the fucking 

hip or what? 

Pete Dunham: Leave it out Bov, it's getting old. 

Bovver: Nah, I'm starting to wonder about you two. I mean if I didn't know any 

better I'd say you was a couple of gay boys. 

Pete Dunham: Bov, we've known each other a long time yeah? I trust you more 

than any other bloke I know, but you're getting dangerously close to crossing the 

line with me. If you got a problem then it's your fucking problem, not mine. But if 

you wanna discuss it further, we can go outside. 

Keith: So he's a Yank, AND an undercover "journo", looks like we'll have to give 

the boy two funerals. 

Pete Dunham: [after learning about why Matt got kicked out of Harvard] If he's 

done that to me I'd have beat the seven shades of shit out of him! 

Pete Dunham: So what were you studyin' before this geezer stitched ya up? 

Matt Buckner: [Hesitates] ... History 

Pete Dunham: History? I teach history! 

Matt Buckner: [surprised] You teach? 

Pete Dunham: Yes... cheeky slag! History and P.E. What you think the GSE paid 

a bloody wage? Mate I'm smart as fuck! 

Matt Buckner: You look nervous. 

Pete Dunham: Nervous? Fuck off... 

Matt Buckner: Well what's on your mind then? 

Pete Dunham: Only two little words keep every Hammer in England up all 

night... "United away". 

Dave: Now that we can stop kissing each other asses, I got to point out 

[points at Matt] 

Dave: ... you see the first punch he threw? 

Pete Dunham: Yeah. 

Dave: Little bit on the feminine side. 

Matt Buckner: What? 

Pete Dunham: A bit gay. A little bit gay. 

Steve Dunham: There comes a time when the best reputation you can have is 

with your family. 

Pete Dunham: Look mate, I'm not being funny, but the last thing I want to do is 

take you to the match with me. So here's how it works, you give me half the 
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money, I'll go to football, and you can have a wonder 'round where Churchill took 

a tom, or whatever it is you Yanks do here in Jolly old. 

Matt Buckner: Tom? 

Pete Dunham: Tom. A tom tit. A shit. It's rhyming slang, like bees and honey for 

money. Or I could say to you, give me the fucking bees. 

Matt Buckner: I made a promise to Steve. 

Pete Dunham: Well Steve ain't here, is he mate. And to be honest, your pissing in 

the wind if you think I'm taking you with me. 

Matt Buckner: Well, I'm not giving you the money. 

Pete Dunham: You ain't really got a fucking choice mate. And your starting to ge 

ton my tits. Give me half the money. 

Matt Buckner: [Matt points to something] Cops! 

Pete Dunham: [Pete looks over to where Matt pointed, and Matt tries to kick 

Pete. Pete grabs Matts foot and turns to him] Well how fucking stupid do you feel 

now? Come on then, dance for me Yankee. 

[Pete kicks Matt's other foot and Matt falls to the ground] 

Pete Dunham: That's what you get for fighting like a bleeding tart. But try that 

again, and I will kick he shit out of you. 

Matt Buckner: yeah, the tom out of me, i get it. 

Pete Dunham: [laughing] Get up, come on. 

Pete Dunham: [to Bovver] This is Matt, Shannon's brother. 

Matt Buckner: [Holds his hand out to Bovver] Hey. 

[Bovver turns his head and smokes his cigarette] 

Swill: That's the painting on his face, he don't give a fuck, does he? He don't give 

a fuck. 

Pete Dunham: Mate, he's practically family. 

[Bovver shrugs] 

Swill: [laughing] Oh mate, he's fucking painful! 

Pete Dunham: Bov's a miserable cunt, but we love him dearly don't we boys? 

Dave: Yeah, sometimes. 

Swill: Like a fucking brother! 

Shannon Dunham: Once he finds out his golden boy got kicked out of Harvard, 

he'll dive headfirst into an empty swimming pool. 

Pete Dunham: Alright, look. We're sort of goin' into my place of business, right? 

Shut up until you're spoken to and you might have a better run at things. The only 

thing regarded worse than a Yank around here are coppers and journalists. 

Matt Buckner: What d'you got against journalists? 

Pete Dunham: How long have you got? They're lying fucking scum who'll write 

anything just to fill papers. 
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Steve Dunham: I thought you were going to the match. 

Pete Dunham: Well, technically, yes. But, what happened was me and the boys 

got in a bit of a drinking session last night. One thing lead to another... 

Steve Dunham: Let me guess. You've lost your wallet. 

Pete Dunham: And me keys. 

[car horn beeps outside] 

Pete Dunham: Ah. There's a taxi outside. 

[Steve walks away to get his wallet] 

Pete Dunham: Top bloke, my brother. So, how are we my colonial cousin? 

Matt Buckner: Fine, thanks. 

Pete Dunham: [mimicking Matt's accent] Fine, thanks. 

Pete Dunham: [after Pete introduces Matt to his friends at the Abbey] Where's 

Bovver? 

Swill: He's been in the toilet for about fifteen minutes, like dodgy Ruby or 

something down at Bengal last night. 

Dave: [Dave points at Matt] Oh, look, look, he looks lost. No, "Ruby Murray" 

means curry. We call it Cockney rhyming slang... 

Matt Buckner: Slang. Yeah, like, uh, "bees and honey" for money. 

Dave: That's it, yeah. 

Swill: Like "struggle and grunt" for cunt! 

Dave: Oh, you went dark. Why'd you go... 

Swill: I'm not a cunt. 

Bovver: [Bovver walks up to the table] Like "septic tank" for Yank. 

Pete Dunham: [the guys greet him; Pete hugs him and indicates Matt] This is 

Matt, Shannon's brother. 

Matt Buckner: Hey. 

[Matt extends his hand; Bovver ignores it and the guys all laugh] 

Swill: That's the proper, right? He don't give a fuck, does he? He don't give a fuck. 

Pete Dunham: Mate, he's practically family. 

[Bovver shrugs and the guys laugh again] 

Swill: Oh, mate, it's fucking painful! 

Pete Dunham: Bov's a miserable cunt, but we love him dearly, don't we, boys? 

Dave: Eh, sometimes. 

[he smiles] 

Swill: Like a fucking brother! 

Swill: [when see group of Zulus] Well come on then! What you fucking standing 

there for you cunts? 

Matt Buckner: So basically, firms are gangs? 
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Pete Dunham: Kind of... but we're a far cry from all that Bloods and Crips 

bullshit. I mean shootin' a machine gun out of a movin' car at an 8 year old girl, 

that's just cowardly. See, we might be into fightin' an all that... but it's more about 

reputation. Humiliatin' another mob in a row, doin' somethin' the other firms get to 

hear and talk about - like a Yank in his first fight battering one of Birmingham's 

main lads. 

Pete Dunham: Hey broth, you couldn't make a hundred could you? 

Steve Dunham: Yeah, how does piss off sound? 

Pete Dunham: Oh fuck off. Come on. Get some drinks in. Get some drinks in. 

Get some... 

Steve Dunham: Shut up! Just shut up. I'll tell you what I'll do, alright? I'll give 

you a hundred, if you take Matt here to the match. 

Pete Dunham: Oh fuck off. You're havin' a bubble. Broth, you know I can't take a 

yank to football. 

Steve Dunham: Sure you can. And your gunna be on your best behavior. DO you 

understand? 

[Pete tries to grab the money as Steve pulls it away] 

Pete Dunham: Come on then. 

Pete Dunham: Fuckin' "journos." Look at this. West Ham wins three-nill in a 

blinding performance and our little scrap makes the headline. Bloody muckrakers. 

Bovver: [after Matt has been introduced to the guys and sent to buy a round] 

What's with all the fuckin' babysitting? You know we had a meet set up for today. 

Pete Dunham: It's all right, Bov. He'll stay out the way. It's not like we didn't 

have it last night. 

Bovver: What? That's not the bloody point, is it? We'll look like right mugs if we 

set something up and our fearless leader don't show 'cause he's playin' pin the tail 

on a fuckin' Yank. 

Ned: No, he's right, man. He's got a point. 

Pete Dunham: You let me worry 'bout that, all right, boys? 

[Matt returns with the beers] 

Pete Dunham: As for the Yank, he's too modest to tell you, but back in the States, 

he's an internationally-ranked double-black belt in karate. 

Dave: Is he fuck? Look at the size of him. 

Pete Dunham: No, no, no, no. Bloody "Karate Kid" film? Based on his exploits. 

Dave: Really? 

Pete Dunham: Yeah. 

Dave: Really? 

Matt Buckner: Yeah, it's true. 

Pete Dunham: Fuckin' straight. 

Swill: Bollocks. 
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[Matt looks at Swill nervously] 

Swill: Bollocks. 

Matt Buckner: Come on, why not? 

Swill: You're lyin' already. You been here fuckin' five minutes and you're lyin'! 

[everybody laughs] 

 

B. Pictures of the findings 

1. Unwavering conviction about the absolute rightness of one 

understand 

a. Picture for extract 1 

 

b. Picture for extract 11 
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c. Picture for extract 13 

 

2. Seeking to impose one’s conviction on others 

a. Picture for extract 4 

  

b. Picture for extract 7 

 

 



 
 

3.  Dualistic World View 

a. Picture of extract 5 

 

b. Picture of extract 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

4. Self-Sacrificial devotion to the goal 

a. Picture for extract 2 

 

b. Picture for extract 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

c. Picture for extract 6 

 

d. Picture for extract 9 

 

e. Picture for extract 10 

 



 
 

f. Picture of extract 12 

 

5. Devotion itself is more important that the object that devotion 

a. Picture for extract 14 

 

b. Picture for extract 15 
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